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A.P. Compton’s Arrow Minors 

 

During the early part of the twentieth century a specialist car body building industry established 
itself following the gradual demise of the horse drawn ‘coach’ age. These coachbuilding businesses, 
many of which had previously built horse drawn carriages or ‘coaches’, flourished in the decade 
immediately after the First World War and reached their zenith around 1930, after which the great 
economic depression of the period saw many of them fall by the wayside. These companies 
purchased body-less chassis from vehicle manufacturers and placed their own or a customer body 
design upon them, using proprietary engines and running gear. Coincidently at around this time 
many volume car manufacturers began using massed produced pressed steel panels to fabricate car 
body parts, obviating the need for skilled labour and effectively driving another nail into the 
coachbuilder’s collective coffin. The resulting pressed-steel unitary constructed vehicles began to 
supersede cars manufactured by the use of traditional coachbuilding methods. 

The coachbuilding firm of A.P. Compton &. Co. Ltd. was just one of scores of such companies in the 
U.K., many of them based in and around the west and south western approaches to London. This 
company was founded by an Arthur P. Compton in the autumn of 1929. Arthur Compton could 
already claim a long career in coachbuilding at this time (including a spell at Jarvis of Wimbledon as 
both a designer and Manager) having been associated with other similar businesses previously, 
some even bearing his name.  (Nick Walker’s book, the A-Z of British Coachbuilders 1919-1960, 
provides an enlightening insight into Compton’s career and it is well worth reading, both as 
background to this short article and for anyone with an interest in coachbuilt pre-war cars.) 
Compton’s company was established in south west London in the borough of Merton where they 
began bodying Austin Seven chassis and naming the finished articles the Austin Seven Arrow of 
which a number survive to this day. 

When the company moved to Hanwell in west London in the spring of 1930, he re-named his new 
premises ‘Arrow Coachworks’ and began fitting his recently designed two-seater open body to a 
series of rolling chassis including the Morris Minor, Jowett 7 and Standard Little Nine. During the 
course of the next two years the range of body styles increased dramatically with eight Minor 
variants being listed, varying in price from the Arrow Dart at £140 to the Arrow Sports Coupe at 
£196-10s-0d. Of the six body types fitted to the Minor chassis, four were fabric covered and just two 
were metal panelled, these being the Spear open two seater (an MG Midget clone) at £165-10s-0d 
and the Foursome, as the name suggests, a four seater open touring car listed at £155.  A feature of 
all the fabric covered models on offer was the option of a two tone colour scheme at an additional 
cost of £6-10s-0d. The majority of surviving photographs show that the company’s demonstrators 
and press cars were so finished. 

As mentioned earlier the company was born into a turbulent time for business and the company’s 
model pricing illustrates this very clearly. By tracking the advertisements for their Arrow models 
through 1930 and 1931 it is very apparent that market conditions were very tough indeed. The 
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original Morris Minor Arrow Special was priced at £167-10s-0d when first introduced in December 
1929. A year later it had been reduced to £150. By March 1931 it was down to £145 a 13.5% 
reduction over a 16 month period. Similar reductions could be seen across the model range. 

There exists some evidence to suggest that the cars sold in reasonable numbers and this can be 
readily proven by scanning the small ads in the motoring journals of the time. By far and away the 
most numerous Minor Specials appearing in these advertisements came from A. P. Compton’s 
Hanwell works. Exactly how many Minor Specials left the factory is open to conjecture, but if the 
VMR’s chassis production data is correct it could not have been too many as only 137 Minor rolling 
chassis found their way to the 18 known coachbuilders that produced OHC Minor Specials during 
this period.   

A.P. Compton & Co Ltd produced eight Minor models in six body styles during this two year period 
and these are listed in the table below: 

 

Model Name Body Style & Finish Launch Price Date Introduced 
Arrow Open 2 seater (Fabric) £167-10s-0d December 1929 

Arrow Sports Open 2 seater (Fabric) £175-0s-0d February 1930 
Coupe Enclosed 2 seater (Fabric) £185-0s-0d February 1930 

Coupe Sports Enclosed 2 seater (Fabric) £196-10s-0d February 1930 
Dart Open 2 seater (Fabric) £140-0s-0d February 1931 

Spear Open 2 seater sports (metal panelled) £165-0s-0d February 1931 
Drop-Head Coupe Drop-Head 2 seater (Fabric) £175-0s-0d February 1931 

Foursome Open 4 seater tourer (metal panelled) £155-0s-0d September 1930 
 

The first Minor Special to be marketed through their main dealer (Normand Garage Ltd. of Oxford 
Street, London) was the Arrow Two-Seater. Announced to the press just before Christmas 1929, the 
car was unexceptional in appearance apart from it being an open two-seater, the new company 
exploiting the lack of such a model in the official Morris Motors Minor range. They were not alone in 
this as the Wembley coachbuilding firm of Gordon England Ltd. had also spotted the opportunity 
and had recently announced a similar, although boat-tailed; open two-seat Minor Special. Others 
including CMS of Coventry were to follow throughout 1930.  The stand out feature of the first Minor 
Arrow Special was its lack of running boards, the outriggers that supported them had been removed 
from the standard chassis to provide the car with a more sporting appearance. The rear edges of all 
four wings had also received attention and had been shaped into a pronounced point by Compton’s 
craftsmen. The fabric covered body (black with contrasting beading as standard) supported a raked 
windscreen with the spare wheel being carried on the rear of the car in a protective cover. A fabric 
hood with metal frame was also provided together with celluloid side-screens, all of which could be 
stowed behind the hinged seat back when not in use. Much was also made of the inflatable, leather 
clad seat squab and cushion which apparently provided exceptional levels of comfort for both 
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occupants. The Light Car road test of this vehicle was complimentary, criticising only the inaccuracy 
of the speedometer. 

 

1929/30/31 Arrow two-seat Morris Minor Special  

A genuine sporting version of this car was also introduced, clumsily named the Arrow Sports Morris 
Minor Special. This version of the standard car was outwardly identical, the improved performance 
coming via higher compression from a lightly skimmed cylinder head, an adjustment to the ignition 
timing, polishing of the ports and tweaks to the SU Carburettor. These versions of the cars were 
guaranteed by the company to achieve a maximum speed of 65 mph and carried a hefty £7-10s-0d 
price penalty as a result. Once again the Light Car magazine road testers were fulsome in their 
praise, enthusing over the car’s handling and brakes, particularly around difficult country lanes; 
comparing the Arrow favourably with larger, sporting 1500 cc engined vehicles.  

 

1930/31 Arrow Coupe Morris Minor Special 

The Arrow Coupe model was launched in early 1930 and created something of a stir in the light car 
world due to its striking appearance. The car’s roofline was exceptionally low endowing the car with 
a purposeful and sporting look. This was enabled by lowering the rake of the steering column and 
building the body around the chassis as opposed to upon it. (All Arrow Minors were built in this 
manner). The steeply angled ‘A’ pillar line also helped to contribute to this look as did the lack of 
running boards. The large rear hinged ‘suicide’ doors enabled easy access for driver and passenger 
and according to the company’s own ‘blurb’ two large suitcases could be accommodated behind the 
seat. The car was luxuriously equipped with leather upholstery, which covered Paxton’s patent 
pneumatic seat cushions, fully fitted carpets and an opening windscreen hinged from the top. Mud-
flaps to the front wings were an optional extra, but certainly necessary in order to keep road dirt 
away from the body sides. 
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On the left is an example of the Arrow Coupe with a ‘dualtone’ Fabrikoid body covering, while the 
right hand image shows off the roominess of the car’s cabin to good effect. 

Like the open car, the Coupe was also available with a tuned engine, similarly capable of a 
guaranteed 65 mph. However, the additional cost for tuning the Coupe’s engine had increased to 
£11-10s-0d compared with the £7-10s-0d for tuning the open model!  

 

 

1931 Arrow Dart Morris Minor Special 

The Dart model was the least expensive of all the Minor derived models on offer from Arrow. At 
£140 some of the luxuries had disappeared. Gone were the leather seat coverings to be replaced by 
‘real fabric’ and other costs were reduced in the construction of the body. To quote the 
manufacturers;  

“In the case of the Dart, up-to-date economical production methods have reduced manufacturing 
costs without any interference with high quality and lasting efficiency.” 

The car’s rear end also carried a striking resemblance to the £100 Morris Minor launched in 
December 1930, although the curve of the Dart’s body extends to beneath the car. The Dart had also 
lost its running boards and a pair of Calormeter wings. Compared to the £100 Minor the car could 
not have represented good value. The additional £40 brought the Dart customer a fabric body (at a 
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time they were rapidly going out of vogue), a lower seating position and a more sporting appearance 
due to its lack of running boards. Without mud flaps, keeping the fabric sides of the car clean would 
have been a time consuming proposition. The Arrow Dart was an attractive car launched at an 
inopportune time and I suspect the buying public also raised a smile at the cars name. 

 

 

1931 Arrow Spear. 

(The Arrow Spear body depicted here sits upon an Austin Seven chassis) 

The outward appearance of the Arrow Spear Morris Minor Special looks to have been inspired by the 
contemporary M.G. Midget or ‘M’ Type. The Spear however was metal skinned from its launch in 
1930, while the ‘M’ Type had to wait another year to be similarly clad. The car had just one door (for 
the passenger) while the driver had to clamber in ‘Ulster’ style using the metal step on the body side 
for assistance. Cycle style ‘close up’ front wings which swivelled with the wheels, together with a 
side mounted ‘spare’ add to the sporting allusion, while the engine remained in standard tune. 
Arrow claimed that the body could comfortably accommodate two six foot three inch persons. The 
car was also well provided with dashboard instruments including a thermometer and battery meter. 
An optional extra was a burnished aluminium rear body top. At £165-10s-0d the car was £19-10s-0d 
less expensive to purchase than the offering from M.G.  
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The Light Car magazine’s 1931 Arrow Drop-Head Coupe as depicted on the cover of the 3rd July 
1931 edition 

Introduced in February 1931 the Arrow Morris Minor Drop-Head Coupe was of a totally different 
design to the enclosed Coupe version. On the Drop-Head, the running boards and front bumper 
were retained from the rolling chassis as supplied. The design also incorporated a right angled ‘A’ 
pillar, giving the car a very upright stance. When in the lowered position the luxurious pram type 
hood still afforded some wind protection to the car’s occupants as can be seen above and the door 
frame, with winding glass windows, extended to the roofline. The Drop-Head had a similar 
equipment specification to the enclosed car but was a full £10 cheaper to buy.  

 

 

1931 Arrow Foursome (The car depicted here is the Austin Seven version.) 

A.P. Compton’s pricing policy had consistently listed their Morris Minor specials at a £5 premium 
over their Austin counterparts. When the Foursome model was launched in September 1930 this 
premium was dropped and both Austin and Morris Foursome models were priced at £155. As to why 
this was can only be speculation but perhaps respective sales figures indicated to the company’s 
management that the perception of the Minor in the market place no longer warranted the model 
carrying this price premium? 
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The car itself was a departure for the company as up to that point it had only built two-seater bodies 
for the Minor. Although the author cannot find an illustration of a Minor model of this car an A.P. 
Compton advertisement in the 23rd October 1931 edition of Light Car proves that at least one such 
model was built as it was being exhibited on stand 97 at the London Motor Show at that time. The 
Foursome was a metal panelled car with slightly cut away doors, which by late 1931 had become a 
necessary fashion accessory on many open cars. Although most four seat tourers at this time still 
sported running boards the Foursome did not. As on all of the Arrow open topped cars, doors were 
opened from the inside with no outside handles apparent. Perhaps the least radical in appearance of 
all Compton’s bodies fitted to the Minor chassis none of these or any other Arrow Minor Specials 
appear to have survived. 

Throughout the period 1930 until the end of 1931 A. P. Compton & Co. Ltd. consistently advertised 
its products in the Light Car and Cyclecar magazine and others. Their Morris Minor specials were 
heavily featured which would suggest that they sold reasonably well. That eight versions were 
produced in six body styles would further support that proposition. Although priced at a significantly 
higher level than the Morris factory versions their sporting appearance marked them out from the 
crowd and most models were significantly cheaper than the M.G. M Type which was the small 
sporting car benchmark at that time. The numerous small ads found in the national motoring 
publications of the period further support the author’s belief that Arrow Minor Specials probably 
outsold all other coachbuilt Minor Specials by some margin. Sadly it would seem that none of the 
Morris Minor Arrow Specials have survived. Why that should be so is both a mystery and a great 
shame. 

Rambler September 2009   

Author’s notes: Sources for this article include 1929, 1930, 1931 and 1932 editions of the Light Car & 
Cyclecar, The Autocar, Motor and Motor Sport magazines together with Nick Walkers A-Z of British 
Coachbuilders 1919 - 1960 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


